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Outline

• How measurement can shift policy- the example of 
decent work

• Quality of work before the crisis

• The crisis as a risk: a return to “worse than 
business as usual” 

• The crisis as an opportunity: “shifting the growth 
model”
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The ILO’s decent work 
example 

• Linking development and jobs

• Not accepting jobs at any cost

• The pillars of decent work:

–Employment and Income

–Social Protection

–Rights 

–Social Dialogue

• Focus on developing countries
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Job Quality Before the Crisis

• Longstanding quality of working Life 
objective

• OECD and EU Ministers called for more and 
better jobs 2000 and 2003

• The justification: ageing and demographics

• More jobs were created: more but not 
better

• Widespread perception of worsening job 
quality for two decades
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Job Quality Before The Crisis 

• ETUI’s Job Quality Index

–Wages

–Non-standard employment

–Work life balance

–Working conditions and Job Security

–Skills and career development

– “voice” and representation at work

• A key component of “societal well-being”

• Yet overall worsening
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RISING WAGE INEQUALITY 
BEFORE THE CRISIS
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The danger of worse than 
business as usual

• Crisis leads to decline in trend rate of 
growth as foreseen by the IMF and OECD 

• Pressure for “structural adjustment”

• Further deregulation of labour market 
institutions

• In turn leads to growing inequality

• The warning of “growing unequal”  and the 
Stiglitz, Sen, Fitoussi Commission is not 
heeded
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Shifting the growth model

• G20 Pittsburgh – called for “putting quality 
jobs at the heart of the recovery”

• This must become part of the G20 
“framework for strong, Sustainable, and 
Balanced Growth” compact

• Job quality can be measured

• The G20 assessment on jobs is not just left 
to the IMF – a role for ILO and OECD
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Shifting the growth model

• Moving beyond the “going for growth 
paradigm”

• Indicators help point to a new and more 
balanced paradigm that must tackle the 
crisis of distributive justice that has 
blighted the global economy

• Balanced and sustainable growth in the 
global economy between regions, between 
capital and labour, between high and low 
income earners, between rich and poor
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